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Legal English translation plays an important role in the development of law in 
our country and the communication between the law society of China and West. But 
the differences in law between China and the West make great impact on the legal 
English translation. This article conducts a research into differences in law between 
China and the West, discussing the impact on legal English translation by differences 
in law between China and the West, and providing translation strategies based on the 
research aforementioned. 
On the aspect of sources of law, the Chinese sources of law are statute laws, and 
the western sources of law are precedents. On the aspect of application of law, the 
judgments are mainly made in accordance with statute laws in China, and the 
judgments are mainly made in accordance with precedents in the West. On the aspect 
of codification, the statute laws are codified in China, and the laws are rarely codified 
in the West. On the aspect of judicial proceedings, it’s inquisitorial in China, and it’s 
adversarial in the West. On the aspect of classification of law, it’s classified as public 
law and private law in China, and it’s classified as Common Law and Equity Law in 
the West. 
With the research of the differences in law between China and the West 
aforementioned, we found that it leads the differences in the legal terms, the legal 
expressions and the legal documents. First, the legal terms are either non-equivalence, 
partial equivalence or near equivalence because of the differences in law between 
China and the West. Second, on the aspect of legal expressions, the legal English has 
the characters as below: it contains lots of Latin and French, and reserves Middle 
English; a lot of legal jargon is used; long sentences are always used which are with 
compact structure and completely reasonable; it’s specific and verbose in expressions. 
The legal Chinese has the characters as below: written language and formal language 
is used frequently; the expressions are accurate and concise; it’s logical, abstract and 
systematic. Third, on the aspect of legal document, it’s standard pattern and more 
concise in China, and in the West it’s not so strict in pattern and always is verbose. 
On the basis of the research aforementioned, this article provides translation 
strategies on the legal terms, legal expressions and legal documents as below: the 















terms first. Second, the paraphrase could be used. Third, the neutrum could be used. If 
appropriate translation couldn’t be found with the methods aforementioned, new legal 
terms could be created with literal translation. The legal expressions should be 
identical or equivalent first, then should be suitable for the target language. The 
translation of legal documents should follow the pattern of original text, then the 
terms should be standard and formal, expression should be precise. 
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法”译为 measures，“规定”译为 provisions，“决定”译为 decision。这表面上看








































































3.4  法律分类的差异导致的法律术语不对等 
英美法系的法律分类主要分为 Common Law（普通法）与 Equity Law（衡平
法），Common Law 是诺曼人征服英国后，在原来的当地习惯法的基础上掺合上
诺曼人的习惯法，以判例的形式，把全国各地分散的习惯法逐步统一起来，大约
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